FY2018 Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant
Omaha, Nebraska
City of Omaha & Omaha Housing Authority
North 30th Street Corridor
project OVERVIEW
The City of Omaha and Omaha Housing Authority were
awarded a $25 million FY2018 Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant for the North 30th Street Corridor of
Omaha. A neighborhood divided by a highway in the
1970s, the North 30th Street Corridor has struggled with
disinvestment and an over concentration of public housing. However, through a planning process through Purpose Built Communities’ model, the community has established a new vision for the corridor. This planning led to
the creation of the Highlander mixed-income housing
community and the Accelerator – a community center and
gathering space with robust educational programming and
other services. With the Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant, the City will lead efforts to complete the
remaining units at Highlander and replace the Spencer
Homes public housing site. The City will use their Choice
Neighborhoods Implementation Grant and leverage commitments to develop vibrant, mixed-income housing; revive a key commercial corridor; enhance public safety; and
provide families with the tools they need to achieve their
personal goals.
key PARTNERS
Seventy Five North Revitalization Corporation | Brinshore
Development | Sherwood Foundation | AIM Institute | Buffett Early Childhood Fund | Buffett Early Childhood Institute
| Charles Drew Health Center | Creighton University | Horizon Bank | Keep Omaha Beautiful | Metropolitan Community College | Nebraska Early Childhood Collaborative | Nebraska Enterprise Fund | Omaha Early Learning Center |
Omaha Public Schools | Nebraska Early Childhood Collaborative | Urban League of Nebraska | Whispering Roots

Despite this division and the challenges that it brought the
community, significant investment is underway along the
North 30th Street Corridor. The transformation of this
community is centered on revitalizing its aging public
housing stock and creating educational opportunities for
children. Bridging the two goals, a Purpose Built Communities planning process supported the vision for a new 30th
Street Corridor. Central to the reinvestment back into the
neighborhood was the development of the Highlander
community.
Highlander includes 101 mixed-income homes, having a
variety of physical housing types, unified by architectural
designs. The central community building, known as the
Accelerator, is a prominent structure on North 30th Street.
The Accelerator offers educational opportunities through
Metropolitan Community College, community programming, arts and cultural enrichment programs for children,
and enhances the public realm with a much-needed coffee
shop that creates a desirable community gathering space.
With the award of a Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant, the City of Omaha will lead efforts to expand
upon the initiative started through Purpose Built Communities and redevelop Spencer Homes. The replacement of
Spencer Homes is intended to be a further catalyst for
change along the North 30th Street corridor. Leveraging
significant private philanthropy, the housing strategy will
transform Spencer Homes into a mixed-income community
(known as Kennedy Square) with access to educational
amenities, as well as complete the Highlander mixed-use
development.

committed LEVERAGE (self-reported)
Housing Leverage Committed: $100.7 million
People Leverage Committed: $31.9 million
Neighborhood Leverage Committed: $54.3 million
neighborhood BACKGROUND & VISION
Located near downtown Omaha, the 30th Street Corridor
has a strong heritage and prime location. However, the
construction of the North Freeway in the 1970s hindered
neighborhood investment and led to the separation of the
neighborhood from downtown Omaha. The negative influence of the highway’s construction is evident today by
the growing number of vacant lots and the deteriorating
physical condition of housing stock which has led to the
demolition of condemned homes. The freeway even cut
through Spencer Homes – a 111-unit distressed public
housing development along North 30th Street. Today, the
majority of the barracks styles buildings of the original
Spencer Homes are located on the west side of the freeway
– while the remainder of the property is isolated on the
eastside.

Pictured: The boundaries of the Omaha Choice Neighborhood.

Pictured: Spencer Homes (top, left) is a severely distressed public housing development along the 30th Street Corridor. The replacement of Spencer Homes
will include new townhomes responsive to the needs of larger families (top, right) as well as larger mixed-use, mixed-income buildings on commercial
corridors (bottom).

To accomplish this goal, the new housing development
will include 120 new public housing replacement units,
172 new workforce housing units, and 133 new unrestricted (market) units – for a total of 425 new housing units in
North Omaha.
Neighborhood improvements will also foster physical and
social connections between the Kennedy Square and
Highlander developments along 30th Street. A linear
park connecting Kennedy Park, Highlander and the local
elementary school will be created to provide new play,
recreation, and outdoor classroom spaces. North 30th
Street will undergo a “road diet” to slow traffic and add
bike lines. Further, new streetscaping and infrastructure
improvements will be made along North 30th street to
enhance safety and walkability. The City will also add infrastructure throughout the neighborhood so that additional homeownership units may be created as part of
neighborhood’s long-term transformation.

Education strategies are central to the transformation of
North 30th Street. Being singularly focused on the revitalization of the North 30th neighborhood and having
brought together educational opportunities from cradle
to career for the neighborhood, Seventy Five North Revitalization Corporation (75N) will serve as both the People
Lead and Education Partner. 75N will expand on the work
already underway at the Accelerator, with a deliberate
focus on improving the lives of former Spencer Homes
residents. As part of the school district’s partnership with
the 75 North effort, Kennedy Elementary – the subject
school of the Purpose-Built Community intervention – has
undergone both significant enhancement of the districts
foundational instructional model, and also expansion of
the supports, tools, and resources available to the school
based on the needs of the students it serves. Neighboring Kennedy Elementary, a new early learning center is
currently under construction to provide children ages 0-3
with care. Employment and health services will also be
offered to all households at Spencer Homes.

